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Work Projects Administration Pa. Most of the excavations were sponsored by the Pennsylvania Historical
Commission The reports include photographs, maps, and diagrams. Scope and content A series of
manuscripts, reports, maps, and photographs on Pennsylvania archeology from the Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission files. Many of these reports are records of Works Progress Administration
Archeological Projects in Pennsylvania, but more than half represent activities of the State Commission.
Primarily excavations of Native American burial mounds in northern and western Pennsylvania, with some
upstate New York sites. Almost 2, black and white silver gelatin photographs, black and white negatives, ink
and pencil sketches, maps, blueprints, and graphs of Seneca and other Haudenosaunee burial mounds
excavated in conjunction with the Pennsylvania Historical Commission and the WPA from Images include
excavation sites with marked trenches; artifacts of tools, pottery, arrow points, and pipes; skeletal remains in
burial vaults; Seneca workers; and diagrams of archeological finds. There are approximately 50 maps in this
collection. Links to these materials are provided with context in the inventory of this finding aid. A general
listing of digital objects may also be found here. Collection Information Restrictions Restrictions on Use: A
summary on tumuli in Pennsylvania was written by Edward S. There are possible restrictions pertaining to the
publication of this material. Provenance Presented by Edmund S. Carpenter and accessioned, Other finding
aids Freeman guide, Realms of Gold, Related material Summarized in Edmund S. Carpenter, Ancient
Mounds of Pennsylvania
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Warrington I Destroyer No. His first duty, in the frigate Chesapeake, took him to the West Indies where his
ship cruised with a squadron during the last year of the Quasi-War with France. Following the cessation of
hostilities with France, Midshipman Warrington remained in the Navy. His ship spent most of in ordinary at
Norfolk. The following year, Warrington was transferred to the frigate President for service in the
Mediterranean against the Barbary pirates. Over the next five years, he remained with the Mediterranean
Squadron, serving successively in President, then the schooners Vixen and Enterprise. Promoted to lieutenant
in , he returned home in to assume command of a gunboat at Norfolk, Va. Warrington voyaged to Europe in
Siren as a dispatch courier. He next served a tour of duty on board the man-of-war Essex. During his tour of
duty in that warship, she made two successful war cruises, capturing nine prizes off the east coast of the
United States during the first and four off the Atlantic seaboard of South America during the second.
Promoted to master commandant in July , he took command of the sloop-of-war Peacock later in the year. On
12 March , he put to sea with his new command bound for the naval station at St. After delivering supplies to
that installation, he encountered the British brig Epervier off Cape Canaveral, Fla. Peacock emerged victorious
from a brisk minute exchange with that opponent, inflicting 10 times her own losses on the enemy. For his
role in the victory, Warrington received the thanks of Congress in the form of a gold medal, and of the state of
Virginia in the form of a gold-hilted sword. Warrington took his prize into Savannah, Ga. Unaware that peace
had been concluded in December at Ghent, Belgium, Warrington led his little force on another successful
foray against British commerce. After taking three prizes in the Indian Ocean, he entered the East Indies in
search of more quarry. After a sharp action which cost the British ship 15 men including her first lieutenant,
she surrendered to Warrington and his force. At this point, Warrington learned of the peace, and he therefore
released the prize and started for home. Peacock arrived back in New York on 30 October Warrington
commanded the frigate Macedonian briefly in , for a voyage to Cartagena, Spain, to convey there, Christopher
Hughes, the representative of the United States at negotiations over the release of some Americans imprisoned
by Spanish authorities. In and , Capt. Warrington commanded the frigate Java, followed by the frigate
Guerriere in and Each ship was assigned to the Mediterranean Squadron during his tenure as her commanding
officer. Warrington returned home and received orders to duty at the Norfolk Navy Yard. In February , he
relieved David Porter as commander of the West Indian Squadron during the latter stages of the piracy
suppression campaign and thereafter bore the title, commodore. Warrington returned home in , and served
ashore for the remainder of his career. After four years in Washington as one of three commissioners on the
Navy Board, Warrington returned to Norfolk for a decade as commandant of the navy yard. In , he was
reassigned to Washington for another two years as commissioner on the Navy Board. Gilmer died as a result
of injuries received when the large cannon Peacemaker exploded during a firing demonstration on board
Princeton at Washington. Near the end of March, Warrington relinquished those duties to the new secretary,
John W. Mason, and resumed his former assignment. He became Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance in and held
the office until his death on 12 October Richard Hatton; and commissioned on 20 March , Lt. Warrington
under construction at Philadelphia, 1 April Warrington in drydock, 3 January Officers are left to right:
Jacoby, is directly behind Lt. Original print given to Naval Historical Foundation by Mr. During most of the
fall and early winter, the warship conducted battle drills and practice torpedo firings with the submarines and
destroyers of the torpedo fleet. She also joined the cruisers and battleships of the Atlantic Fleet for training in
broader combat maneuvers. Those training evolutions took her as far north as Cape Cod, Mass. At about the
following morning, the two divisions of destroyers reached the vicinity of the Virginia capes. Suddenly, an
unidentified schooner knifed her way through the darkness and mist, struck Warrington aft, and sliced off
about 30 feet of her stern. The collision deprived her of all propulsion and forced her to anchor at sea some 17
miles off Cape Hatteras. The three ships struggled through the morning and forenoon watches to pass a
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towline to their stricken sister, but it was not until the revenue cutter Onondaga arrived at 1: The revenue
cutter towed her to the Norfolk Navy Yard where she was placed in reserve. Returned to full commission on 2
December upon completion of her repairs, Warrington resumed operations with the torpedo forces assigned to
the Atlantic Fleet, by then designated the Atlantic Torpedo Flotilla. For a little over four years, she operated in
the eastern coastal waters of the U. During part of that interlude, the destroyer was based at Newport and
worked out of Boston during the remainder. She ran aground on 20 May at Rockport, Mass. On 7 May, the
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations organized destroyers fitting out for distance service into designated
divisions. This division was ordered to depart for distant service on 21 May. After six weeks of security
patrols and preparations, the division stood out of Boston on the 21st, bound for Europe. There, she began six
months of service patrolling the southern approaches to the British ports on the Irish Sea and escorting
convoys on the final leg of their voyage across the Atlantic to the British Isles. Warrington, Walke Destroyer
No. Warrington is in foreground, Walke is next, and Porter full length is in the background. A month later on
13 July, Warrington sighted an enemy submarine about four miles distant while patrolling south of Ireland.
The U-boat submerged and the destroyer dropped a depth charge over a large oil slick and later struck a
submerged object that lifted the stern of the ship, and then dropped two additional depth charges. HMS Zylpha
sinking on 11 June , photographed from Warrington which is rescuing the survivors in the boat. The destroyer
continued to operate out of Queenstown until late November, when she received orders reassigning her to the
Second Division, Patrol Forces, U. Naval Forces in France under Rear Adm. Crewmen relaxing on the
forecastle during World War I convoy operations. After several months of patrolling and escort missions,
Warrington went into the dockyard at Chatham, England, for a period of maintenance 6 April April On the
morning of 31 May , while escorting a convoy along the French coast, Warrington received a distress call
from the troop transport President Lincoln which had been struck, earlier that morning, by three torpedoes
from U Oberleutnant zur See Helmut Patzig well out to sea. She did not reach the area of the sinking until late
that night, but succeeded in rescuing survivors just after That single exception, Lt. Izac, was rescued by U
Izac, who later escaped from a German prison camp for which he was awarded the Medal of Honor , reported
that the charges shook the submarine severely. No evidence, however, of any success appeared on the surface,
and the two destroyers, conscious of the importance of landing the rescued, abandoned the attack and
continued on to Brest. They entered that port the following day, and disembarked the President Lincoln
survivors. Afterward, on the 2nd, Warrington escorted the troop transports Leviathan Id. Continuing her patrol
and escort duties based from that French port, Warrington dropped depth charges on an oil slick on 7 June,
with no apparent result. The destroyer encountered another oil slick on 11 July; again she dropped depth
charges with a like negative result. Survivors from the French armored cruiser Dupetit Thouars rescued by
Warrington. Stationed astern, Nicholson reported observing a submarine and began dropping depth charges.
With a negative result, Warrington rejoined the convoy, while Nicholson remained in the vicinity. Seneca
proceeded at full speed to her assistance. Brown was to be in charge, with the master to navigate her into
Brest. Warrington, escorting another convoy, detached and was on her way to assist Wellington, expecting to
reach her by 5: Arriving on board Wellington, Brown did everything possible to save the ship, but with the
approach of a storm, Wellington was foundering. Brown set the men to constructing life rafts. The bow,
however, continued settling. The radio operator, in contact with Warrington, continued sending position
reports. Rockets were fired from Wellington, and at 2: As Wellington listed rapidly, Brown gave the order to
abandon ship. Then her boilers exploded and the vessel rose up for her final plunge. Brown jumped and swam
clear, searching for something to which he could cling. After about three and a half hours in the water, Brown
was picked up in an unconscious state. All told, 11 Seneca and five Wellington men perished. Among the
eight other Seneca men pulled from the water was a seaman, James C. Osborn, who, supporting a shipmate,
Coxswain Jorge A. Pedersen, had swum to a small life raft with the semiconscious man and held him between
his feet. Several times in the hours that followed, they were washed off, but each time Osborn recovered his
shipmate and hoisted him back on the pitching raft. After hovering in the area for six hours to ensure all
survivors were brought aboard, Warrington departed and returned to Brest. Late in October , Germany
discontinued unrestricted submarine warfare and, early in November, sued for peace. The armistice was
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concluded on 11 November , but Warrington continued to serve in European waters until the spring of On 22
March, she stood out of Brest in the screen of a convoy of submarine chasers and tugs.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Colby and Rich, , 85â€”
Alan Trachtenberg, Shades of Hiawatha: Mormons, Indians, and the American Landscape Cambridge:
University of California Press, , Knopf, , Bergland, The National Uncanny: Indian Ghosts and American
Subjects Hanover: Dartmouth, , 7. Spiritualism in American Literature, â€” Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, Burton Gates Brown Jr. John Coward, The Newspaper Indian: Native American Identity in the Press,
â€”90 Chicago: Illinois University Press, , The Banner of Light is regarded as the most widespread of
Spiritualist periodicals. According to Sally Morita, by the periodical had a circulation of approximately 25,
Ann Taves, Fits, Trances, and Visions: Harvard University Press , Bird, Dressing in Feathers: Westview, , 3.
Susan Scheckel, The Insistence of the Indian: Princeton University Press, , Harvard University Press,
Cambridge University Press, Richard White, The Middle Ground: Carroll states that the potential for learning
from Spiritualist sources is great and the movement should not, therefore, be disregarded as a bizarre cultural
aberration. Indiana University Press, , 1. University of Chicago Press, , 2. Yale University Press, , 8. You are
not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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Cy Young makes baseball history by winning his th game, against Washington. Young spent pitching with the
Cleveland Spiders and joined the Naps from Almost 19, fans pour into the new park at E. For the next 36
years, League Park hosts Cleveland baseball. Nap Lojoie is the reason that Cleveland is called the Naps,
showing what honor and respect his team and city had for him. The Indians are World Champions for the first
time, winning the series 5 games to 2. Elmer Smith belts the first ever Grand Slam in the first inning. In the
4th, Jim "Sarge" Bagby becomes the first pitcher to ever hit a home run in the Series. Speaker was a shoe in
for the Hall of Fame and was elected in Gene Bearden, the rookie knuckleballer, pitches the Indians into the
World Series as he defeats the Red Sox in a one-game playoff. Lou Boudreau assists the victory with 2 HR.
Initially, Municipal Stadium split time with League Park as home to the Indians, but took over full duties in
the season. No one has ever opened the season with a no-no. Steve Gromek goes the distance, shutting the
Braves offense down to a single run. The Indians take a Series lead and take home the crown 2 games later.
Feller, Mossi, Narleski and Newhouser were also notable in the dominating pitching staff. Doby, Rosen and
Avila shined with the bats. He goes on to lead the league in homers with Nine years later, Wynn finds a home
in the Baseball Hall of Fame. Frank Robinson becomes the first African-American manager in MLB history,
and he enters the ranks in grand style, hitting a homer in his first at bat. Facing elimination in Game 4 of the
Division Playoffs, the Indians rally for single runs in the 8th and 9th to defeat the Yankees Large Lenny
Barker retires 27 consecutive batters on May 15, , to become the first Cleveland player to do so since Addie
Joss. He beat Toronto at Cleveland Stadium. Seattle before 41, fans. Baltimore clinches the AL Central
Division. A season of memorable comebacks along with hefty poundings sees the Indians go , winning the
Division by 30 games, the largest margin ever. Most of the Indians faithful remains in chilly Jacobs Field to
watch and celebrate. The rattled pitcher, Randy Johnson, gives up a home run to the ensuing batter, Carlos
Baerga and the Indians burst into the World Series for the first time since After missing the playoffs by one
game in , the Indians did what they were unable to do in win games within their division. The Indians finished
with a record in the Central. Tribe signs Juan Gonzalez After home grown slugger Manny Ramirez signed a
free-agent contract with the Boston Red Sox, the Indians needed someone to fill the clean up spot and play
right field. Indians signs Omar Vizquel to contract extension The Indians inked the best fielding shortstop in
baseball history to a two-year contract extension. The signing likely insures that Vizquel will finish is career
as an Indian. The year-old turned out to be a solid force behind the plate, not to mention offensively. Travis
Fryman out weeks with elbow injury In what turned out to be an injury that plagued him the entire year,
Fryman missed the rest of Spring Training and the first two months of the season with an elbow injury. The
injury hurt the Tribe defensively and offensive. Fryman had high hopes for the season as he was coming off a
career year. He batted a career high. Wright and Nagy will eventually rejoin the Indians in the middle of the
season, but neither could finish the season without being placed back on the DL. Marty Cordova makes the
man roster coming out of Spring Training and plays a big role in the season. Sellout streak comes to an end
The sellout streak that began on June 12, ended on April 4. The sellouts is a Major League record. April 8, Rookie C. Sabathia makes Major League debut year-old left-handed pitcher, Sabathia makes his first career
start against the Baltimore Orioles. After giving up three runs in the first inning, Sabathia settled down and
allowed just one hit the rest of the way. Sabathia picks up his first win The rookie gives up five runs in five
innings, but the Tribe defeats the Tigers, The win marks the first of 17 wins for the young southpaw. But in
the 11th inning on his bobble head doll day, Thome homered off closer Todd Jones to give the Tribe a victory.
Indians start longest winning streak of the season In a win over the Rangers, the Tribe embarked on
season-high game winning streak. During the streak, the Indians swept two teams and outscored their
opponents The organization held celebrations of its AL pennant and its 10th season in Jacobs Field. But the
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Indians also gave fans some reason to celebrate the present. The club, which made a strong August bid for first
place, showed it was one year ahead of schedule in terms of contending for a title, and it also introduced its
fans to a collection of players who will be the faces of the future. The disappointment of not reaching the
postseason could not diminish what was an exciting season in Cleveland, highlighted by the impressive
performances of hitters Travis Hafner 33 homers, RBIs , Jhonny Peralta. Starters Cliff Lee , 3. But a troubled
bullpen and shaky infield defense led to the club being out of contention by midseason. Though the team
struggled, several players had big years. Travis Hafner hit 42 homers and drove in runs, despite missing the
last month with a broken hand, while Grady Sizemore led the AL in runs scored , extra-base hits 92 and
doubles And not only did they reach the postseason for the first time since , they toppled the New York
Yankees in the playoffs. Unfortunately for the Indians, one last goal eluded them. It was a bitter end to a
splendid season. But the magic of was gone. The price of all this not only came in the standings, where the
Indians finished in third place with an mark. Still, did leave some lasting memories. Cliff Lee resurrected his
career and captured the Cy Young Award with a season, and Grady Sizemore became just the 10th player in
American League history to join the 30 homers, 30 stolen bases club, and Asdrubal Cabrera turned just the
14th unassisted triple play in baseball history. Major organizational changes were made as a result. Once it
was firmly determined that the team would not contend in the AL Central, the Indians had their second sell-off
in as many seasons, trading away stars Cliff Lee and Victor Martinez, as well as DeRosa, Pavano, Rafael
Betancourt, Ryan Garko and Ben Francisco to bring in prospects and rebuild the club. In fact, with an average
age of Grady Sizemore was limited to 33 games by a knee injury that required season-ending surgery and
Asdrubal Cabrera missed two months with a fractured forearm. Sizemore, Cabrera and Shin-Soo Choo, the
three core position players the Indians planned to build around, were in the same lineup just 28 times.
Hot-hitting rookie catcher Carlos Santana also saw his year come to a premature end thanks to knee surgery. It
was a rebuilding year in every sense, as the Indians evaluated their internal talent to determine what players
can help them in and beyond. Cleveland stormed out of the gates, running to a record and a seven-game lead
atop the American League Central through May Injuries and other issues hindered the Tribe down the stretch,
however, and the team ended the year in second place. Closer Chris Perez was also an All-Star. Catcher Carlos
Santana set a franchise mark for a switch-hitter with 27 homers in his first full season in the big leagues. The
Indians acquired starter Ubaldo Jimenez in a blockbuster deal prior to the July 31 non-waiver Trade Deadline
and then landed slugger Jim Thome in an August waiver deal. Cleveland turned in 94 losses, marking the third
time in a four-year span that the club ended below. The second-half slide, which included a showing in
August, cost Manny Acta in parts of three seasons with the Indians his job as manager on Sept. There were
some bright spots, including second baseman Jason Kipnis, who was one of three players in the Majors Mike
Trout and Ryan Braun were the others to achieve at least 10 homers, 30 stolen bases, 70 RBIs and 80 runs
scored in Kipnis was only the fourth Indians hitter in the past 25 years to reach those marks in a single season.
That marked the fewest homers by a team leader for the Tribe since The Indians offense ranked third in the
AL with walks, but 13th with runs. The pitching staff had an AL-high 4. Justin Masterson and Ubaldo Jimenez
labored through disappointing seasons at the top of the staff. The Indians ended the regular season with 10
straight wins, becoming only the sixth team in the Modern Era to accomplish that feat. Young players such as
Corey Kluber, Yan Gomes, Danny Salazar and Cody Allen emerged as key parts of the roster in a season that
included 11 walk-off wins, 16 shutouts and 51 wins at home. Leading the charge for the Tribe was pitcher
Corey Kluber, who won 18 games, struck out and turned in a 2. Led by Kluber, the Indians pitching staff also
set a single-season Major League record with 1, strikeouts. Brantley and catcher Yan Gomes each picked up a
Silver Slugger Award for their offensive contributions in Cleveland did not make up a Sept. Shortstop
Francisco Lindor joined Cleveland in June, hit. Corey Kluber and Carlos Carrasco became the first Indians
teammates to each amass plus strikeouts in a season since , when Sam McDowell and Luis Tiant achieved the
feat. The Indians also joined the Astros and the Mets as the only teams since to have four pitchers Kluber,
Carrasco, Danny Salazar and Trevor Bauer with at least strikeouts apiece. Carrasco came within one strike of a
no-hitter against the Rays on July 1. The Indians carried a no-hitter through at least five innings 10 times and
led the Majors with no-hit innings overall. That deal followed a series of roster-altering subtractions Brandon
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Moss, David Murphy and Marc Rzepczynski were also traded that paved the way for an improved showing
offensively and defensively in the second half. The retooled roster helped Cleveland pull into Wild Card
contention until the final week of the regular season. After the season, team president Mark Shapiro left
Cleveland to assume the same role with the Blue Jays.
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Many of these conflicts occurred during and after the Civil War until the closing of the frontier in about
Various statistics have been developed concerning the devastation of these wars on the peoples involved. His
work includes almost nothing on "Indian war parties", and he states that "army records are often incomplete".
Also, Arizona ranked highest of the states in deaths from the wars. At least 4, people were killed, including
both the settlers and the Indians, over twice as many as occurred in Texas, the second highest-ranking state.
Most of the deaths in Arizona were caused by the Apaches. Michno also says that 51 percent of the battles
took place in Arizona, Texas, and New Mexico between and , as well as 37 percent of the casualties in the
country west of the Mississippi River. Relations between American Immigrants and Native Americans were
generally peaceful. Signed in between the United States and the plains Indians and the Indians of the northern
Rocky Mountains, the treaty allowed passage by immigrants and the building of roads and the stationing of
troops along the Oregon Trail. Advancing settlement following the passage of the Homestead Act and the
building of the transcontinental railways following the Civil War further destabilized the situation, placing
white settlers into direct competition for the land and resources of the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountain
West. But the Sioux of the Northern Plains and the Apache of the Southwest provided the most celebrated
opposition to encroachment on tribal lands. Led by resolute, militant leaders, such as Red Cloud and Crazy
Horse , the Sioux were skilled at high-speed mounted warfare. The Sioux were relatively new arrivals on the
Plains, as, previously, they had been sedentary farmers in the Great Lakes region. Once they learned to capture
and ride horses, they moved west, displacing other Indian tribes and became feared warriors. Historically the
Apache bands supplemented their economy by raiding others and practiced warfare to avenge a death of a
kinsman. The Apache bands were adept at fighting and highly elusive in the environments of desert and
canyons. During the American Civil War , U. Army units were withdrawn to fight the war in the east. They
were replaced by the volunteer infantry and cavalry raised by the states of California and Oregon , by the
western territorial governments or the local militias. These units fought the Indians besides keeping open
communications with the east, holding the west for the Union and defeating the Confederate attempt to
capture the New Mexico Territory. After national policy called for all Indians either to assimilate into the
general population as citizens , or to live peacefully on reservations. Raids and wars between tribes were not
allowed, and armed Indian bands off a reservation were the responsibility of the Army to round up and return.
Texasâ€”Indian wars In the 18th century, Spanish settlers in Texas came into conflict with the Apache,
Comanche, and Karankawa, among other tribes. Large numbers of Anglo-American settlers reached Texas in
the s, and from that point until the s, a series of armed confrontations broke out, mostly between Texans and
Comanches. During the same period the Comanche and their allies raided hundreds of miles deep into Mexico
see Comancheâ€”Mexico Wars. Battles, army posts, and the general location of tribes in the American West
The first notable battle was the Fort Parker massacre in , in which a huge war party of Comanches, Kiowa,
Wichitas, and Delawares attacked the Texan outpost at Fort Parker. Once the Republic of Texas was declared
and had secured some sovereignty in their war with Mexico, the Texas government under President Sam
Houston pursued a policy of engagement with the Comanches and Kiowa. Ironically, since Houston had lived
with the Cherokee , the republic faced a conflict called the Cordova Rebellion, in which Cherokees appear to
have joined with Mexican forces to fight the fledgling country. Houston resolved the conflict without resorting
to arms, refusing to believe that the Cherokee would take up arms against his government. Under Lamar,
Texas removed the Cherokee to the west, and then sought to deport the Comanche and Kiowa. This led to a
series of battles, including the Council House Fight , in which, at a peace parley, the Texas militia killed 33
Comanche chiefs. The Lamar Administration was known for its failed and expensive Indian policy; the cost of
the war with the Indians exceeded the annual revenue of the government throughout his four-year term. It was
followed by a second Houston administration, which resumed the previous policy of diplomacy. Texas signed
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treaties with all of the tribes, including the Comanche. The Comanche and their allies shifted most of their
raiding activities to Mexico , using Texas as a safe haven from Mexican retaliation. After Texas joined the
Union in , the struggle between the Plains Indians and the settlers was taken up by the federal government and
the state of Texas. The years â€” were particularly vicious and bloody on the Texas frontier, as settlers
continued to expand their settlements into the Comanche homeland, the Comancheria , and was marked by the
first Texan incursion into the heart of the Comancheria, the so-called Antelope Hills Expedition , marked by
the Battle of Little Robe Creek. This battle signaled the beginning of the end of the Comanche as an
independent nation, as, for the first time, they were attacked in the heart of their domain, in force. The battles
between settlers and Indians continued and in , at the Battle of Pease River , Texas militia destroyed an Indian
camp. In the aftermath of the battle, the Texans learned that they had recaptured Cynthia Ann Parker, the little
girl captured by the Comanche in She returned to live with the Parkers, but missed her children, including her
son Quanah Parker. As chief of the Quahadi Comanches, he finally surrendered to the overwhelming force of
the federal government and in moved to a reservation in southwestern Oklahoma. Among the causes of
conflict were a sudden immigration to the region and a series of gold rushes throughout the Pacific Northwest.
The Cayuse were defeated in , but by then the conflict had expanded and continued in what became known as
the Yakima War , â€” One of the triggers of the Yakima War was the creation of Washington Territory and the
effort of its first governor, Isaac Stevens , to compel tribes to sign treaties ceding land and establishing
reservations. The Yakama signed one of the treaties negotiated during the Walla Walla Council of , and the
Yakama Indian Reservation was established. The treaties were poorly received by the native peoples and
served mainly to intensify hostilities. Gold discoveries near Fort Colville resulted in many miners crossing
Yakama lands via Naches Pass , and conflicts rapidly escalated into violence. It took several years for the US
Army to defeat the Yakama, during which time war spread to the Puget Sound region west of the Cascades.
The Puget Sound War of â€” was triggered in part by the Yakima War and in part by the use of intimidation to
compel tribes to sign land cession treaties. The Treaty of Medicine Creek , signed in , established an
unrealistically small reservation on poor land for the Nisqually and Puyallup people. Violence broke out in the
White River valley, along the route to Naches Pass, which connected Nisqually and Yakama lands. Although
limited in its magnitude, territorial impact and losses in terms of lives, the Puget Sound War is often
remembered in connection with the Battle of Seattle and the execution of a central figure of the war, Nisqually
Chief Leschi. In , the fighting on the east side of the Cascades spread. The California Gold Rush helped fuel a
large increase in the number of people traveling south through the Rogue River Valley. Gold discoveries
continued to trigger violent conflict between prospectors and indigenous peoples. Although this conflict
occurred in what is now Canada, the militias involved were formed mostly of Americans. Due to the discovery
of gold in Idaho and Oregon in the s, similar conflicts arose that culminated in the Bear River Massacre in and
Snake War from to In the late s another series of armed conflicts occurred in Oregon and Idaho, spreading
east into Wyoming and Montana. The Nez Perce War of is known particularly for Chief Joseph and the
four-month, 1,mile fighting retreat of a band of about Nez Perce, including women and children. As with the
other wars in the Pacific Northwest, the Nez Perce War was caused by a large influx of settlers, the
appropriation of Indian lands, and a gold rushâ€”this time in Idaho. The Nez Perce engaged 2, American
soldiers of different military units, as well as their Indian auxiliaries. The Nez Perce fought "eighteen
engagements, including four major battles and at least four fiercely contested skirmishes". The Sheepeater
Indian War in was the last conflict in the area. These conflicts with the United States involved every
non-pueblo tribe in the region and often were a continuation of Mexicanâ€”Spanish conflicts. The Navajo
Wars and Apache Wars are perhaps the best known. The last major campaign of the U. Army garrison west of
the Rockies, and the economic and political effects of the California Gold Rush , most of the early conflicts
with the mostly unwarlike California Indians involved local parties of miners or settlers. Occasionally
companies of the California Militia were involved, whose actions were dignified with the name of an
"Expedition" or a "War". The first of these, the Gila Expedition in , was a dismal failure and nearly bankrupted
the state.
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Renno grows to become a skillful warrior, leader, and emissary between the Colonial Americans and his
people. Porter may have simplified and added some "tall tales" to this fictional series, however, it does not
distract the reader one bit. The early books are long out of print, however if you ever have an opportunity to
find the books, I can tell you that you will not be dissapointed in the least! The books give a great description
of our country and the Seneca Indians and the horrific lives they lead. I highly recommend the "White Indian
Series". Although I enjoyed all of the books that I read of these series my personal favorite,as I recall, was
"Renegade". Donald Clayton Porter, the author, did a fantastic job on his description of the Indians. I hope that
everyone that reads these books will get as much enjoyment out of them as I did. Over all the story spans
many generations of particular families. The series starts with White Indian as book 1. In this book you learn
about Ghonka and his white born son Renno. The story is fast pace but flows seamlessly from event to event
and is very well written. As you read you can feel the hardships of life on a frontier but the power that grips
the settlers that comes from cultivating your own land. And you feel the heritage of the Native Americans and
the strength that they glean from the wilderness. I would strongly recommend this book and this series to
everyone interested in the historical fiction genre. This is a powerfully moving series that only gets better as
you move along and get further engrained in the story. Two Thumbs Way Up! I read most of the series. I
found that the books were very good for a time but there were too many books in the series and they tended to
be repetitive after the 7th or 8th book. I recommend the first 8 books in the series but after that I thik it is time
to move on. Well worth the read for the first few though. The pages are a bit yellowed and some are dog eared,
but none are falling out and the cover is still attached. I like this author and the theme of the white indian
series. I have not checked on the veracity of the details given about native american indian culture nor the if
some of the characters are actual historical figures or purely fiction, but it seems honest and is quite
interesting; a good mix of drama, action, romance, and history. If you like historical fiction, give it a try.
Disappointed By Roberttino on Mar 19, Started reading this series years ago and thought I would be interested
in it Again. However, the book is good but not written well enough to hold your attention that long to finish
reading a number of books in that series. Read the Wagons West series and that series was the same way but I
purchased the entire series and felt that I had to read the entire series to the end which I did,and I rated the
series with two stars just like this book. Read in the early s can still remember a major portion of the books.
Taken as an infant while the Seneca conducted a raid on a European settlement, Renno proves to be an
exceptional warrior, and is destined to become the leader of the Seneca during the tirbulant era of Colonial
America. Sure enough, the writing is mediocre, the characters either romanticized as is the case with the
Indians or inane, the dialogue downright absurd at times, and the plot somewhat erratic. But in a way, it is
entertaining, and is a good way to distract oneself for a couple of hours. Would buy from this seller again.
Five Stars By D. Hastings on Apr 24, I love the series and have passed on to my dad to read and enjoy Good
Series By Norman Ransom on Feb 06, This is a very good series if read from the first. There is a lot of early
colonial and early American history in this series. The first books are the best then the series gets a little too
unbelievable for my taste. I read this when I was growing up many years ago, and just recently read it again.
Weatherby on Nov 28, My husband is reading this series. They were a great source of enjoyment when on
down time on deployments. Its very easy reading and the charecters really develop as the story line goes on. I
could really appreciate all the "White Indian" series being from the New England area as most of the stories
occur in this area. Five Stars By Barbara J. Weatherby on Nov 28, My husband is reading the series and
enjoying it. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was
published by Bantam Books and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click
Here.
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Buy Seneca Patriots (White Indian Series, Book XXII (No 22)) by Donald Clayton Porter () by Donald Clayton Porter
(ISBN:) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

8: Seneca Patriots (White Indian Series, Book XXII (No 22))-ExLibrary | eBay
Seneca Patriots The White Indian (No. 22 in Series) by Donald Clayton Porter 1 edition - first published in Choctaw The
White Indian (No. 11).

9: Donald Clayton Porter Books - List of books by Donald Clayton Porter
Discount prices on books by Donald Clayton Porter, including titles like Sachem's Son (The White Indian, #20). Seneca
Patriots (White Indian Series, Book XXII (No.
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